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Government Touts Division That Doesn’t Really
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The  United  States  government  submitted  its  “periodic  report”  to  the  United  Nations
Committee Against Torture. There are multiple glaring aspects of the government’s report
on how it believes it is complying fully with the Convention Against Torture (CAT), however,
one part of the report where the government claims to have done what it was supposed to
do to investigate torture stands out.  In  particular,  the government highlights  a Justice
Department  division  as  a  challenge  to  impunity  for  torture,  which  appears  to  have
prosecuted zero public cases of torture against US officials.

To those unfamiliar, countries which are signatories to the CAT are expected to submit
reports every four years to the committee. The committee reviews the report and then
issues its own “concluding observations” with concerns and recommendations to the “State
party.”

One of the committee’s “observations” in its 2006 report involved “reliable reports of acts of
torture or cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment committed by certain
members of the State party’s military or civilians personnel in Afghanistan and Iraq.” It was
also “concerned that the investigation and prosecution of many of these cases, including
some resulting in the death of detainees,” had “led to lenient sentences, including of an
administrative nature or less than one year’s imprisonment.”

The committee requested that the US government explain the following in its report:

(a)  Steps  taken  to  ensure  that  all  forms  of  torture  and  ill-treatment  of
detainees by its military or civilian personnel, in any territory under its de facto
and de jure jurisdiction, as well as in any other place under its effective control,
is  promptly,  impartially  and  thoroughly  investigated,  and  that  all  those
responsible,  including  senior  military  and  civilian  officials  authorizing,
acquiescing  or  consenting  in  any  way  to  such  acts  committed  by  their
subordinates are prosecuted and appropriately punished, in accordance with
the seriousness of the crime (para. 26). Are all suspects in prima facie cases of
torture and ill-treatment as a rule suspended or reassigned during the process
of investigation?

The government answered [PDF], “US law provides jurisdiction in a number of ways that
could be relied on for criminal prosecution of torture and ill-treatment of detainees” and
some examples. One could read this as, theoretically, if  the US government wanted to
prosecute US officials involved in torture, this is what is available in US law to do just that.
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It also asserted, “The US Armed Forces conduct prompt and independent investigations into
all credible allegations concerning mistreatment of detainees.”

What is “prompt”? What is “independent”? What makes an allegation “credible”? What
constitutes “mistreatment” to the US Armed Forces?

As detailed in a report from Amnesty International [PDF], it is known that a US Special
Operations  Forces  unit  was involved in  torture  in  the Wardak province of  Afghanistan
between December 2012 and February 2013.

Agha, who is fifty-one years-old and was a low-level employee at the Ministry of Culture in
Maidan Shahr, was taken by “two US soldiers and an Afghan translator named Zikriya” to a
military base. And then this is what happened:

First  they  took  off  my  clothes.  Then  they  tied  a  thin  plastic  cord  around
my penis so I couldn’t pee. Then they forced me to lie down face down on the
floor.  Four  people  beat  me with  cables.  They tied  my legs  together  and beat
the soles of my feet with a wooden stick. They punched me in the face and
kicked me. They hit my head on the floor. They tied laces around my neck to
strangle me.

During the day they’d leave me in the cell with my arms pulled out to the
side, stretched out. During the night, they’d hang me from the ceiling from
my hands. I have scars on my hands. My feet would be tied together. They’d
barely touch the ground. My eyes were blindfolded. They’d pour cold water
over my head. They’d do this from about 9 pm until 10 or 11 pm.

They did this for 4 nights in a row.

They were questioning me all  the time. Whenever they tortured me, they
had  someone  with  a  pen  and  notebook.  They’d  ask,  “Where  are  the
weapons? Where are you hiding them?” I’d tell them that I worked as a cashier
for the Ministry of Culture: “Ask them about me,” I’d say.

They left the string around my penis for 4 days. My abdomen was bulging.
I wasn’t able to pee for those 4 days.

Does this constitute a “credible” allegation? Was anyone investigated “promptly” for this?
Or  are  these  Special  Operations  officers  still  deployed  and  involved  in  another  mission
where  they  are  brutalizing  detainees?
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